This paper presents the design and the performance evaluation of a joined process between the PHY (PHYsical) layer and routing layer in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks. This cross-layer interaction between the PHY and routing layers allows each node in an ad hoc network to evaluate the performance of each path in its routing table in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) and to classify each path accordingly. Routing information from poor quality links are not forwarded leading to the selection of high quality links during the routing process. An implementation of our cross-layer algorithm based on Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) is presented along with simulation results showing significant improvements in terms of additional throughput and lower BER. Furthermore, inherent of our mechanism's design, the network overhead introduced by routing protocols is reduced..
INTRODUCTION
In Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANET), each node is involved in the process of forwarding packets and maintaining a set of valid routes. As a MANET topology is mobile and the connectivity is unpredictable, it is rather challenging to establish and maintain routing tables. Additional challenges lay in the fact that wireless communications are impacted by stochastic and time-varying phenomena such as fading or interference. Hence, alike-wired networks, the behavior of ad hoc networks becomes very complex to predict and the Cross-layer interaction is a new way of managing interactions between layers introduced in previous works [1, 2] . The reader can refer to [9] for a detailed survey of cross-layer design. In wireless networks there are a large number of phenomena that have an effect on the end-to-end performance. A layered architecture like the seven layers of the OSI model has divided each networking task into the services provided by one layer. This architecture enables each layer to communicate directly only with an adjacent layer. Alternatively cross-layer design allows direct communication between non-adjacent layers. This design clearly violates the OSI model in order to enable different types of interaction between layers. This new way of managing the network stack is mainly studied in the case of wireless networks, because some effects, such as time-varying link quality or mobile architecture, lead to develop a dynamic layer model and algorithm which take into account information from several layers at the same time.
In ad hoc networks cross-layer design could help to solve the key issues like scalability, collision, noisy link, lowered throughput, reduce the waste of bandwidth due to routing overhead, save energy. But on the other hand, with cross-layer design the performance could potentially be worsted, because different layers could try to improve the same metric at the same time but in a different direction. This phenomenon could be avoided by using a central entity which pilots the information flow between layers.
In [4] , the authors show that the scalability of wireless ad hoc networks is bad when only the probability of packet loss at the reception, due to noise and interferences, is taken into account. The cross-layer mechanism described in this paper takes into account this phenomenon, based on the SNIR (Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio) of each link.
To design cross-layer interactions, various approaches have been proposed in the literature. In [1], Raisinghani et al. have proposed a new layer design for wireless networks that allows the possibility to exchange information between layers through a new stack component, the Devices Management Entity (DME), which stores information about each layer. In Kawadia et al. [2] the authors have developed the idea that using crosslayer interactions for wireless networks could improve the performance, and have given a few examples of ad hoc networks, which can use
